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In a stroke of the pencil, 
David Quinche can trans-
form an idea, an intention, 
into a viable object. Such 
deftness of hand has led 
to projects with numer-
ous watch brands, but also 
private collectors who 
desire the uniqueness of a 
bespoke creation. For this 
fi rst article in our Arts & 
Crafts pages, we meet the 
person whose role is to 
conjure up a watch from a 
blank page: the designer.

By Jan Turnbull
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David Quinche was born with a pencil in his hand. Grow-
ing up in a family of artists, he was introduced to painting 
at an early age. His father instilled in him an awareness 
of the emotion a single stroke of the pencil can produce. 
After graduating from art school in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
where he studied in the jewellery department, he worked 
in various positions in the design and manufacture of 
watch cases, before striking out on his own.

“A designer must have a sense of detail, proportion and 
curiosity too,” he says. “The creative process is always 
the same and just as fascinating each time. The fi rst 
step is always to meet the client, to understand exactly 
what they want, and to soak up their identity and 
heritage. Prerequisites such as the thickness of the 
movement, the dial or the choice of materials will also 
infl uence the design.”

David Quinche then uses sketches and key words to 
channel the mass of information he brings from these 
meetings into something physical. “You can express 
an awful lot with a sketch. A simple curve can denote 
something classic or sporty or something else com-
pletely.” These initial sketches give way to computer-
generated images, general shapes and isometric draw-
ings. Then comes the brass or steel prototype and fi nally 
production in a limited or unlimited number.

David Quinche also works with collectors who want to 
transform their dream into a watch on their wrist. In any 
project, feasibility is always uppermost in the designer’s 
mind. For this, he fosters a network of suppliers, and 
has access to the full gamut of contractors needed to 
manufacture a watch from A to Z. These suppliers can 
also be a source of inspiration. They open the doors to 
the future, not least by advising him on new materials 
and their potential. David Quinche then suggests these 
innovations to his clients.

Milus, Parmigiani, Jean Dunand, Christophe Claret, 
Pierre DeRoche and many others have already entrusted 
David Quinche with their ideas, won over by his pencil 
stroke of genius.
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